Grade 2
Phonics Assignments
Week 8
Monday

Review punctuation marks.
A period is used to make a statement.  
Example: She is wearing green shoes.

An exclamation point is for sharing excitement.  
Example: I got a new puppy!

A question mark is for asking.  
Example: Do you like Minecraft?

Please write the correct punctuation after each sentence.

Example: I just won a million dollars!

What is the closest planet to the Sun

I have 3 little sisters

I can’t wait to go to Canobie Lake for my birthday

What is your favorite dessert

What book did you read on Epic

I ride the bus to school
What grade are you in

Tomorrow is the surprise party

I live in Lawrence
Tuesday

Watch this youtube video about subject and predicate:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6thm0FCDGL4

Look at the underlined portion of the sentence. Write “S” if that is the subject and “P” if it is the predicate.

Example: The bike rolled down the hill.

   S

Amaya likes to go roller skating.

My two cats like to play with string.

Jesse’s dad tells funny jokes.

Noah and Nathan like Pokemon.

Carrots are my favorite snack.

Diego and Xavier like Legos.

My family likes to go camping.

Annie made an obstacle course.

Elise likes to fly kites.
Wednesday

Review the M.I.N.T.S checklist of when to capitalize!

*Example:* 

ms. sinclair lived in virginia.

**Ms. Sinclair, Virginia**
grandma and i went to market basket.

today is may 6, 2020.

on thursday we learned about india.

diannys and paula like to dance.

my brother mike went to canada.

my sister and i went to sky zone.

the red sox are my favorite team.

last november we went to the new england aquarium.
Thursday

Review the Anchor Chart

![Anchor Chart Image]

Write the adjectives in each sentence on the line below.

*Example: The fluffy bunny hopped across the street.*

**Fluffy**

My cotton candy tasted really sweet.

My cat is orange and fat.
Today’s weather is rainy and cold.

The big, blue spaceship zoomed into the sky.

Part 2: Fill in the blanks with an adjective.

*Example: Jadiel saw a big, yellow bird in the sky.*

Five _________________ spiders were on the sidewalk.

My snowpants are________________.

She is wearing a _________________ skirt.

His brother’s _________________ dog went for a walk.
Friday

Watch this video on contractions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xE-vw2ctqo

Write in the contraction from the word bank next to the word it matches.

do not____don’t_____
she is_____________
we are_____________
are not_____________
I am_____________
they are_____________
can not_____________
where is_____________
I will_____________
what is_____________